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Dolphins Missing!    
Under the Ocean World had sent away six of their star dolphins for a much-needed vacation.    Everything at 
Dolphin Play Grotto was perfect until five of the six dolphins disappeared overnight.   The only clue to their 
whereabouts lies with the youngest dolphin, Harriet.   Unfortunately, Harriet can’t tell any of the crew 
members at Dolphin Play Grotto where the missing dolphins are.   The only chance anyone has to find the 
missing cetaceans is to enlist the help of River, the world’s only dolphin whisperer.   Will River be able to solve 
the mystery and find the missing dolphins?   

River the Dolphin Whisperer has been contacted by Under the Ocean World to help find five missing dolphins.   
The first task is to decipher a message left by Harriet the youngest dolphin.  From there our hero(s) will be 
sent to different areas of Dolphin Play Grotto to speak with the resort’s team members and solve several 
puzzles to find the missing dolphins.     
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 Short Disclaimer:  If this manual seems overwhelming, we apologize.   We are trying to include everything you could 
possibly think of to ask.  Is it necessary to read the entire manual?  Well it certainly wouldn’t hurt, but there will be no 
test on Friday.   The mandatory components are;   
 
1. Make sure that you have all the materials you need, (Materials Checklist),  
2. You understand everything that needs to gets done prior and during the Game ( Party Timing and Summary) 
 
Notes:  Throughout the manual, anything listed in Blue Bold is a document that will be printed and the words party and 
game are used interchangeably throughout.    

 When I throw a party/game my lists have lists.   I want to try to do as much as I can to make the party memorable as well 
as take the pressure off trying to remember everything that needs to be done and when.   We have included a Game Schedule 
with suggested time schedules, party tips and check off boxes  to keep you on track, assuring  your party  runs  smoothly and 
provides memories for years to come.     Review this so you will know when things need to be done and refer to it during the 
entire party process.    

 The following Party Timing and Summary is a high level list  - refer to your Party Schedule and individual sections for 
the timing and detailed preparation instructions. 

 

 
Pre Game P lann ing 
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Party Timing and Summary 

 
Pre-Game   

1. Check the Materials Checklist against your file to make sure that you have all of the documents needed.  If you are missing 
anything, please contact us at admin@mysterywizards.com. 

2. Print Invite to Play and Dolphin Whisperer Handbook and give to player(s). 
3. Print Character Profiles and Hints and give to secondary characters. 
4. Print Name Tags, Room Signs, Games and Puzzles, Gift Shop Game and The Dolphins.  Cut and Prepare as necessary. 
5. Print River’s Quest and Dolphin Certificate. 

Day of Game 
1. Make sure that all of your Room Signs are up and that the appropriate game for each room is either in the room or easily 

accessible.    
2. Hand out Name Tags to your secondary characters and make sure they have the Character Profiles and Hints with them. 
 

Game Begins 
1. Give each player their Name Tags and  River’s Letter from Dolphin Play Grotto and let the Game Begin! 
2. Each player should also be given $32.00 in fake money found in the Gift Shop Game.  This is very important, 
3. Offer as much help as necessary to keep the player(s) engaged and to make sure they have fun. 
 

Game Over 
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 The characters in the mystery are listed below.  All players can be played by any gender and older children or adults.   

Memphis Sea -  Lead Trainer at Dolphin Play Grotto (designed to be played by a host) 
Note:  if this character is not played by a host, then make sure that you have someone who will be willing 
to take a strong lead in  your mystery play this character. 
 Memphis is simply the best dolphin trainer that can be found in the world.    The dolphins all love Memphis and are happy 
to do whatever they think Memphis would enjoy.    

 

River -  The Dolphin Whisperer  - This is the main game player 

 River has been communicating with dolphins since the first time one was met and is one of only a few 
that has this ability in the world.   No one knows how or why, but it just is that way.  

 

Harley Apple  -  Main Chef and cook extraordinaire at Dolphin Play Grotto  

 Chef Harley Apple is as good with whipping up the dolphin’s favorite meal, fish in a bucket as baking the Grotto’s signature 
apple pie.   Everyone, human and dolphin alike love Chef Harley’s cooking. 

 

Captain Greenthumbs –  Gardener at Dolphin Play Grotto 

 As much as dolphins love the ocean, they also like to see the beauty that the earth has to offer.    Greenthumbs has been 
the gardener at Dolphin Play Grotto as long as anyone can remember.   He also maintains a wonderful coral garden with many 
colorful and exotic varieties.   

 

Remington Readalot  -  Dolphin Play Grotto’s very special Librarian 

 There is no such thing as too much knowledge and it is Remington’s job to make sure that there are always informative 
books to read, especially about the ocean and dolphins.   Remington is new to Dolphin Play Grotto, but seems to be fitting in quite 
well. 

 

Peyton Price  -  Storekeeper for Dolphin Play Grotto’s gift shop 
 

 Peyton has a very important position at Dolphin Play Grotto.  Much of the fish that makes up the dolphins’ meals is paid for 
by souvenier purchases from Peyton’s store.   There are plenty of fun trinkets as well as informative dolphin books available. 
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Because you are a dolphin whisperer you are required to know a 
lot of things about dolphins and where they came from.   It is im-
portant to know about the ocean and some of the creatures that 
live there.     This handbook will help you prepare for your quest 
to find the missing dolphins.    

Here are some of the things that you will find inside this hand-
book:  

  Occupation Pass Phrases 

  A Fish Alphabet 

  Fun facts about the ocean, dolphins, fish and coral reefs 

  Puzzles to practice for your upcoming quest 

  A Coral Color guide and color page   



Fun Facts  about  F ish 

1. Fish have Gills that extract oxygen from the water. 

2. Tuna can swim at speeds up to 43 miles per hour. 

3. Mermaids are mythological creatures with the tail of a fish and 
upper half of a woman. 

4. Fish are covered in scales often covered in slime to help their 
movement through the water. 

5. Fish have small brains relative to their body size. 

6. There are over 30,000 known species of fish. 

7. Fish are vertebrate animals that live in the water. 

8. Some flatfish use camouflage to hide themselves on the coean 
floor 



Color fu l  Cora l  and Color  Guide 

Pay attention to the symbols and their colors.   If you are asked to 
color anything during your quest, use the colors that are shown 
here. 



  

HARLEY APPLE 
CHEF 

  

CAPTAIN 
 GREENTHUMBS 

GARDENER 

  

REMINGTON 
READALOT 
LIBRARIAN 

  

PEYTON 
PRICE 

STOREKEEPER 

  

MEMPHIS 
SEA 

DOLPHIN TRAINER 

  

RIVER 
DOLPHIN  

WHISPERER 

  

 
 

DOLPHIN  
WHISPERER 

  

 
 

DOLPHIN  
WHISPERER 



SEAFOOD 
KITCHEN 

SEAWEED 
GARDEN 



HARRIET’S LETTER 



 
OCEAN WORD SEARCH 

  Harder 

Search this puzzle for the words below.   Words will be up, down, across or 
diagonal. 

When you find all the words enter into the puzzle at the bottom and you will 
find Chirp! 



 
DOLPHIN CROSSWORD 

  Harder 

Complete the crossword puzzle below.   Use your handbook if you need 
help with some of the words. 

When you complete the puzzle enter the letters contained in the circles 
down below and you will find Pearl. 



Congratulations! 

You have successfully found all of the missing dolphins! 

Great Job!  Thanks for playing  The Dolphin Whisperer  
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